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With the rapid development of large-scale distributed renewable energy in China,

the load factor of distribution transformer increases year by year, this directly

become a new challenge to the load capacity of the transformer. Once subjected

to this condition for a long time will have an impact on the hotspot temperature

and consequently, the useful life of the transformer. In this regard, load capacity

assessment of the distribution transformer becomes an essential work for unit

upgrading or even replacement. This article systematically summarized the

evaluation methods of transformer load capacity, as well as the load capacity

prediction and dynamic capacity enhancement strategies of transformer.

Discussions for the future work regarding this topic are also carried out.
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1 Introduction

To fulfill the goal of carbon neutral, the Chinese power utilities are advancing the

development of a new power system dominated by new energy, especially for large-scale

integrated wind and solar power generations and the distributed renewable energy

resources, as shown in Figure 1. This directly leads to the increase of the load factor

of transformers year by year. On the distribution side, the power flow is no longer one

direction, i.e., flowing from the distribution transformer to users, but becomes a bi-

direction mode as distributed renewable energy resources integrated to the network (Feng

et al., 2018; Feng et al., 2022; Jiang et al., 2022). Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a

distribution network dominated by new energy generation, demonstrating the load

changes from the traditional single distribution load curve to a composite load

combining distribution load and new energy online load.

The introduction of large-scale distributed renewable energy sources poses a great

threat to the safe operation of the power grid. If the load capacity assessment and dynamic

capacity enhancement of the transformer can be realized, the load potential can be fully

exploited and the threat posed to the grid by the composite load can be controlled. This

enables real-time regulation of the transformer load, so intelligent transformers (Ma et al.,

2015) with information sensing technology become a new trend. To improve the
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intelligence of transformer, the condition assessment model,

overload model, insulation aging model, heat balance model,

coolingmodel, etc. have been established to assess and predict the

condition of the transformer. This greatly advances the

condition-based maintenance of the transformer.

Therefore, the study of the load capacity of transformers is

essentially a matter of ensuring that the actual maximum load that

a transformer can withstand and the duration it can last without

the hotspot temperature (HST) exceeding the limit (Tang et al.,

2017). In the standards of IEC 60076-7, GB/T 1094.7 and IEEE Std

C57.91-2011, the limits for overload operation of oil-immersed

power transformers are specified. The HST of the transformer

winding insulation system is the main determinant of the load

capacity, and when the HST exceeds the limit, it will lead to

insulation damage or loss of life (Zhong et al., 2021).

This paper briefly summarizes the current load capacity

assessment methods and expounds the load prediction methods,

as well as the necessity of dynamic capacity enhancement. The

problems of current load capacity assessment methods are discussed

and suggestions for the future study are proposed.

2 Influence factor of transformer load
capacity

The load capacity of a transformer is determined by factors

such as material selection and process control during its

manufacturing phase, which reflects the inherent level of

transformer load capacity. The load capacity of a transformer

in operation is not only determined by its inherent level, but is

also influenced by the operating factors such as the HST, ambient

temperature, and cooling method. This section will detail such

factors one by one.

2.1 Hot spot temperature

The core and winding of the transformer are the main source

of the heat generation, where the temperature of the hottest spot

in the winding is called the HST. Currently, there are three kinds

of method to obtain the HST of transformers, including the direct

method, the numerical analysis method, and the thermoelectric

analogous model. The HST temperature limit for transformers is

specified in GB/T 1094.7, which can be expressed as Eq. 1. The

load condition of the transformer can have an effect on the HST.

θh(t) � θa + Δθor + {Δθor × [1 + R × K2

1 + R
]
x

− Δθor} × f1(t)

+ Δθhr + {HgrK
y − Δθhr} × f2(t)

(1)
where, θa is the ambient temperature, Δθor is the standard oil

temperature rise, Δθhr is the oil temperature gradient, R is the loss

ratio, K is the ratio of actual load to rated load, x is top oil index,

FIGURE 1
A schematic of the new energy power generation dominated distribution network.
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H is HST coefficient, gr is the temperature difference between the

average temperature of the winding and oil temperature

measured by the test, y winding index, f1(t), f2(t) are in the

exponential form, indicating the slow process of internal

temperature rise or fall.

2.1.1 Direct detection method
The direct detection methods incorporate two categories:

invasive measurements (Qian et al., 2003; Lobo Ribeiro et al.,

2008; Liu et al., 2020) and non-invasive measurements (Ruan

et al., 2020).

The invasive detection of winding HST is mainly realized by

direct measurements. For example, the U. S. Luxtron

Corporation applies a stable light body temperature sensor

(Qian et al., 2003) to sense the HST of a transformer, and a

multipoint fiber optic temperature sensor network system is

integrated inside the transformer (Lobo Ribeiro et al., 2008).

Some built-in distributed fibers combined with thermocouple are

also introduced to for direct measurement (Liu et al., 2020).

In comparative, the non-invasive measurement of HST is

mainly realized by infrared techniques with interpreting the

streamline heat dissipation model of the internal heat source

of the equipment (Ruan et al., 2020). The mapping relationship

between the shell characteristic temperature measurement point

and the internal HST of the transformer is established.

2.1.2 Numerical analysis method
The numerical analysis methods predict transformer

temperature rise based on multi-physics field coupling

calculations. The establishment of the solution model and the

determination of the boundary conditions are complicated.

Experts use the fluid-solid coupling method (Xie et al., 2016)

to calculate the HST of the transformer, or use magnetic-thermal

coupling (Liao et al., 2021) to solve the temperature distribution

FIGURE 2
Online evaluation model and calculation process for load capacity assessment. (A) Online evaluation model for load capacity of oil-immersed
power transformers, (B) calculation process of multi-risk transformer dynamic capacity increase strategy.
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to improve the accuracy of the internal temperature calculation

results. For the simulation model, the shortcoming lies that it is

difficult to reflect the real oil flow and heat transfer inside the

transformer and the final temperature rise distribution cannot

reflect the temperature rise in the full domain. For load capacity

analysis, the numerical analysis is often realized by Ansys Fluent

and COMSOL, and the results are used as complementary to

experimental testing verification to justify and support the overall

analysis.

2.1.3 Thermoelectric analogy model
Considering the heat flow is similar to the current flow in

circuit, the hot circuit model of transformer conduction is

constructed by thermoelectric analogy (Swift et al., 2001). In

load capacity assessment, researchers (Susa and Nordman, 2009)

considered the change in oil viscosity and winding loss with

temperature and established a simplified model of HST based on

the top oil temperature. Such models greatly reduce the demand

of input parameters. Some experts also use a thermoelectric

analogous model to estimate the HST, thermal resistance and

thermal capacity to improve the dynamic response of the model,

and propose a load capacity assessment model in consequence

(Li et al., 2018). Besides, the influence of HST on the load capacity

of traction transformers is also studied and a collector heat path

model is established to simplify the nonlinear thermal resistance

to real-time thermal capacity evaluation (Zhou et al., 2021).

Since the results of transformer HST directly affect the

accuracy of transformer load capacity, a large number of

scholars have conducted research in HST calculation. At

present, the HST is mainly obtained by direct measurements,

analyzed and demonstrated by applying numerical analysis

method, and estimated by the idea of thermoelectric analogy.

2.2 Dissipation mode

The dissipation theory of the transformer assumes part of the

heat generated by the core and coil can be dissipated by

transformer oil and dissipated by dissipaters. The process of

heat dissipation is actually the process of reducing the internal

temperature and increasing the load factor. It is suggested to

introduce dissipation mode as a factor of load capability

assessment to provide better guidance for transformer

optimization (Li et al., 2018). If damage to the fan occurs

when the transformer has to withstand an overload situation,

it can lead to an impact on the overload capacity.

2.3 Ambient temperature

As one of the important parameters affecting the load

capacity of transformer, ambient temperature plays a key role.

In order to establish a more accurate load prediction model, the

highest as well as the lowest temperature of the day needs to be

taken into account, and the ambient temperature will be fuzzy

discretized according to the standard GB/T 1094.7-2008.

Moreover, under different initial loads, the change of

allowable overload time has similar characteristics: it decreases

rapidly with the increase of ambient temperature. Therefore, the

accuracy of ambient temperature has a great influence on the

calculation of transformer overload capacity.

3 Progress on load capacity
assessment

With the integration of large-scale new energy, load capacity

assessment becomes a critical task for the new energy power

systems. In this regards, it is necessary to pay more attention to

load capacity prediction as well as the dynamic capacity

enhancement strategy of transformer.

3.1 Load capacity prediction

According to the prediction requirement in temporal

dimension, load capacity prediction can be classified as ultra-

short-term prediction (in hours and minutes), short-term

prediction (in days), medium-term prediction (in months)

and long-term prediction (in years). The accuracy of load

capacity prediction requires both the reliability of data and

the applicability of the prediction algorithm. Load capacity

prediction mainly focuses on two types: one is prediction

based on actual transformer measurement data, such as top

oil temperature and HST, and the other is simulation results

prediction based on computational model.

3.1.1 Measured data-based prediction
The top oil temperature prediction based on Kalman filtering

combines current data with historical loads to predict the trend of

transformer load capacity (Zhou et al., 2020). For such method,

an evaluation model would be constructed with multiple data

inputs, as shown in Figure 2A, but it has not been applied in

practices.

3.1.2 Computational model-based prediction
Computational model-based load capacity prediction

methods mainly include statistical methods as well as machine

learning methods. For statistical methods, the typical algorithms

include Kalman filter, linear extrapolation and wavelet fractional

solution method (Shen et al., 2016). Since statistical methods

require high stability of time series, so it is difficult to reflect the

non-linear influence of weather, events and other factors. In

comparison, the machine learning algorithms such as fuzzy

inference (Wang et al., 2022), support vector machines,

artificial neural networks (Fan et al., 2022) and cluster
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analysis (Shen et al., 2016) have demonstrated their capability of

improving the non-linear fitting ability of the models. It is

believed that the computational model-based load capacity

prediction methods have a good prospect. However, its ability

of extracting deep features from actual highly fluctuating time

series is still a problem to be solved in the future.

3.2 Dynamic load capacity enhancement

Dynamic load capacity enhancement refers to the operation

of power transmission line or transformation equipment with

load exceeding rated capacity under the premise of ensuring

safety and reliability. The existing studies on dynamic load

capacity enhancement of transformer pays more attention to

the evaluation of HST and failure rate, and also combines

economic indicators (Zhang et al., 2013; Dong et al., 2021). In

this regard, the load curve, ambient temperature and relevant

operation and maintenance information of the transformer are

firstly obtained to determine the scenario and operating

conditions of dynamic load. The equipment load scenario,

service age and condition monitoring information are then

taken to carry out thermal ageing for health state evaluation.

Based on that, load constraints and corresponding threshold

values can be determined for dynamic load capacity

enhancement.

Besides, some researchers also use the Weibull model to

calculate the real-time failure rate and risk of transformer when

the load capacity increases (Qian et al., 2015). Under constrains

like temperature, failure rate and economic investment,

dynamical load capacity enhancement approaches are

proposed (Zhang et al., 2017). The flow chart for this

solution is shown in Figure 2B. The method is carried out in

two stages: firstly, the working condition prediction data is used

to obtain a pre-capacity enhancement solution under the HST

temperature and fault rate constraints, with load reduction if

any of the constraints are not met to ensure the safety and

reliability of the capacity increase. Afterwards, the economics of

each capacity enhancement decision is evaluated and the

economically optimal solution is selected. Such method can

be taken as a typical solution for dynamic transformer capacity

enhancement.

4 Discussion

For a long time, studies on transformer load capability

assessment mainly concentrated on remaining useful life of

the insulation system as well as the economy investment. For

the equipment installed in the new energy power system, the

traditional load capacity evaluation approach becomes no longer

adaptive due to the following issues:

• Some factors like historical health condition, dissipation

mode and ambient parameters are not fully considered,

since they can affect the load potential of the transformer.

• Load capability forecasting did not attract enough

attention. With large-scale integration of new energy

and impulsive loads like electrical vehicles, uncertainties

in both source side and load side become a new factor for

influence the load capability of the transformer.

• In terms of dynamic load capacity of transformer, the

constraints are limited to HST, failure rate and investment.

To meet the goal of carbon neutrality, the constraints of

load capacity should consider the health status and power

loss or carbon emission of transformer itself, residual life

and other factors, and increase the constraints of dynamic

difference.

In the new power system, the distribution transformer plays a

vital role, dynamic capacity enhancement can improve the

transformer load capacity, and more accurate load capability

assessment model should be constructed to consider different

factors. The objective function and the adaptive adjustment

scheme of the cooling system should be determined to adapt

to minimize transformer loss and maximize its insulation life.
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